Become an Air Traffic Controller

Welcome to Emmen!

- home of the Patrouille Suisse
- PC21 pilot school
- helicopter and drone flights
- cargo and transport flights
- civil crossing traffic
- a team with 14 people
- usually 6.30–17.00 seasonal night flight activity

with you, all the way.

www.skyguide.ch/future
Fascinating complexity in the heart of Switzerland

Situated in the center of Switzerland and surrounded by the busy airspaces of Zurich and Bern, as well as some of the most famous Swiss mountains, Emmen airbase not only offers spectacular views during your daily work in the control tower but is also of great significance in the whole airspace structure of northern Switzerland.

Functioning as the main training airbase of the Swiss Air Force as well as alternate mission airbase, Emmen operates a great variety of fixed-wing aircraft and helicopter traffic and stays busy nearly all year round. Daily training missions of ordinary and special air force procedures lead to an exciting workaday life. On a regular basis, Emmen additionally handles external customers out of the airline, cargo and private industry. Parachute operations, medical flights, missions with unmanned aircraft system as well as civil crossing traffic top off the fascinating daily business of an air traffic controller in Emmen.

Join our young and motivated team. We look forward to welcoming you soon!
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